
  

Proposal   to   the   Curriculum   Committee   for   Consideration   of     
New   Text   Adoption:     

The   Stars   and   the   Blackness   Between   Them,    by:   Junauda   Petrus   
  

                                        
  
  

Proposal:     The   following   proposal   is   in   support   of   introducing   a   new   text   for   the   Language   and   
Composition/   AP   Language   and   Composition   courses   (11th   grade)   at   Peak   to   Peak   Charter   School.   
  

Purpose   for   Change :     
1. Greater   potential   for   cross-curricular   connections   with   the   U.S.   History   course   and   health   class   
2. Update   the   required   texts   
3. Diversify   the   representation   of   minority   voices   in   the   curriculum   
4. Connect   to   curricular   themes   of   personal   history/   gender,   sexuality,   and   culture   
5. Accessible   and   relatable   for   high   school   students   

  
Synopsis:      
  

“Told   in   two   distinct   and   irresistible   voices,   Junauda   Petrus’s   bold   and   lyrical   debut   is   the   story   of   two   
black   girls   from   very   different   backgrounds   finding   love   and   happiness   in   a   world   that   seems   determined   
to   deny   them   both.   
  

Port   of   Spain,   Trinidad.   Sixteen-year-old   Audre   is   despondent,   having   just   found   out   she’s   going   to   be   
sent   to   live   in   America   with   her   father   because   her   strictly   religious   mother   caught   her   with   her   secret   
girlfriend,   the   pastor’s   daughter.   Audre’s   grandmother   Queenie   (a   former   dancer   who   drives   a   white   
convertible   Cadillac   and   who   has   a   few   secrets   of   her   own)   tries   to   reassure   her   granddaughter   that   she   
won’t   lose   her   roots,   not   even   in   some   place   called   Minneapolis.   “America   have   dey   spirits   too,   believe   
me,”   she   tells   Audre.  
  

Minneapolis,   USA.   Sixteen-year-old   Mabel   is   lying   on   her   bed,   staring   at   the   ceiling   and   trying   to   figure   
out   why   she   feels   the   way   she   feels–about   her   ex   Terrell,   about   her   girl   Jada   and   that   moment   they   had   in   
the   woods,   and   about   the   vague   feeling   of   illness   that’s   plagued   her   all   summer.   Mabel’s   reverie   is   cut   



  

short   when   her   father   announces   that   his   best   friend   and   his   just-arrived-from-Trinidad   daughter   are   
coming   for   dinner.   
  

Mabel   quickly   falls   hard   for   Audre   and   is   determined   to   take   care   of   her   as   she   tries   to   navigate   an   
American   high   school.   But   their   romance   takes   a   turn   when   test   results   reveal   exactly   why   Mabel   has   
been   feeling   low-key   sick   all   summer   and   suddenly   it’s   Audre   who   is   caring   for   Mabel   as   she   faces   a   
deeply   uncertain   future.   
  

Junauda   Petrus’s   debut   brilliantly   captures   the   distinctly   lush   and   lyrical   voices   of   Mabel   and   Audre   as   
they   conjure   a   love   that   is   stronger   than   hatred,   prison,   and   death   and   as   vast   as   the   blackness   between   the   
stars.”   
  

Summary   from   Penguin   Random   House   

Awards:   

A   Coretta   Scott   King   Honor   Book   
A   Kirkus   Reviews   Best   Book   
A   YALSA   (Young   Adult   Library   Services   Association   Best   Fiction   for   Young   Adults)   Top   Ten   Book   
An   ALA   Rainbow   List   Book   
A   Minnesota   Book   Award   Finalist   
Reviews:   
"Readers   seeking   a   deep,   uplifting   love   story   will   not   be   disappointed   as   the   novel   covers   both   flourishing   
feelings   and   bigger   questions   around   belief   and   what   happens   when   we   face   our   own   mortality.   ...   A   
cosmically   compelling   read.”—Kirkus,   starred   review   
  
  

"Petrus’s   earnest   debut   successfully,   touchingly   combines   elements   of   fantasy,   bittersweet   realism,   and   
potent,   affecting   spirituality   to   tell   the   coming-of-age   story   of   two   complex,   beautifully   drawn   young   
black   women   whose   friendship   and   love   draw   them   together."—Publishers   Weekly,   starred   review   
  

Common   Sense   Media   recommends   this   book   for   ages   14+   
  

Curricular   Considerations:   
Careful   framing   of   this   novel   would   require   the   development   of   a   boiler-plate   lesson   that   all   instructors   
could   use   when   introducing   this   novel.   A   co-teaching   presentation   for   this   initial   lesson   would   be   
beneficial   to   help   establish   an   environment   of   trust   and   confidence   as   we   introduce   the   book.   Benson   and   
Eckstein   would   develop   this   kick-off   lesson   in   conjunction   with   health   educators,   equity   consultants,   and   
other   department   members   as   a   resource   for   all   junior-level   teachers   to   implement   in   class   as   needed.   
  

Interdisciplinary   Standards   
This   text   invites   opportunities   for   cross-curricular   integration   of   high   school   health   standards   by   
providing   an   example   of   healthy   relationships   and   sexuality.   

● Comprehensive   Health   and   Physical   Education   Standard   2.4    Use   a   decision-making   process   
to   make   healthy   decisions   about   relationships   and   sexual   health.   

● Comprehensive   Health   and   Physical   Education   Standard   2.5    Support   others   in   making   
positive   and   healthful   choices   about   sexual   activity.   

  
These   standards   about   healthy   sexuality   would   be   guideposts   for   the   framing   lesson   of   this   novel   and   all   
discussions   about   sexual   content   in   the   book.   References   to   sexual   encounters   occur   in   a   few   moments   
throughout   the   text.   The   book   depicts   a   positive   teenage   romantic   relationship   with   consensual   sexuality,   

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/586736/the-stars-and-the-blackness-between-them-by-junauda-petrus/


  

providing   contrast   to   other   texts   throughout   the   high   school   English   curriculum   that   reference   sexual   
violence.   The   example   of   romantic   relationship   and   sexuality   in    The   Stars   and   the   Blackness   Between   
Them    provides   an   entry   point   to   discussion   of   what   healthy   relationships   and   sexual   activity   can   look   like.   
By   using   the   high   school   comprehensive   health   standards   as   a   guide   for   the   discussion   of   sexuality   in   the   
book,   we   ensure   age-appropriate   and   safe   conversations.   Given   that   students   take   health   only   once   in   high   
school,   this   interdisciplinary   approach   allows   students   a   chance   to   revisit   this   important   content   from   a   
new   perspective.   An   additional   advantage   of   revisiting   these   standards   in   an   English   classroom   is   that   
students   can   bring   to   bear   the   critical   analytical   perspective   that   is   fostered   in   the   language   arts   classroom   
(especially   in   the   11th   grade   year)   to   analyze   the   romantic   and   sexual   relationship   between   Audre   and   
Mabel,   judging   for   themselves   the   extent   to   which   this   relationship   is   a   healthy   one.   
  

Colorado   Statutes   and   Teacher   Standards   
Colorado   has   multiple   statutes   and   standards   that   support   the   inclusion   of   a   text   like    The   Stars   and   the   
Blackness   Between   Them    in   the   curriculum.   Most   recently,   the   passage   of   HB19-1192   in   May   2019   
mandates   that   public   schools   teach   the   history,   culture,   and   social   contributions   of   American   Indians,   
Latinos,   African   Americans,   and   Asian   Americans;   lesbian,   gay,   bisexual,   and   transgender   individuals   
within   these   minority   groups;   the   intersectionality   of   significant   social   and   cultural   features   within   these   
communities;   and   the   contributions   and   persecution   of   religious   minorities.   As   a   novel   that   follows   the   
positive   and   healthy   relationship   of   two   young,   Black   lesbians,    The   Stars   and   the   Blackness   Between   
Them    provides   an   entry   point   for   students   to   understand   intersectional   and   diverse   cultures   of   
marginalized   groups.   
  

Colorado’s   Quality   Teaching   Standard   II   states,   “Teachers   establish   a   safe,   inclusive   and   respectful   
learning   environment   for   a   diverse   population   of   students.”   The   inclusion   of   this   text   centers   experiences   
that   students   who   may   otherwise   feel   marginalized   in   our   school   community   and   who   do   not   otherwise   
see   themselves   represented   in   the   English   curriculum.   The   fact   that   this   is   a   positive   representation   of   
LGBTQ+   and   Black   love,   sexuality,   and   family   contributes   to   a   safe,   inclusive,   and   respectful   learning   
environment   by   exemplifying   positive   representation.   We   know   that   representation   of   marginalized   
communities   in   literature   frequently   focuses   on   violence   and   oppression.   While   this   text   does   not   deny   the   
harmful   realities   of   racism   and   homophobia,   it   focuses   on   the   redemptive   power   of   love   and   inclusion.     
  

We   also   know   that   establishing   “a   safe,   inclusive,   and   respectful   learning   environment”   goes   beyond   text   
selection.   As   described   in   the   curricular   considerations   section,   this   text   would   be   accompanied   by   careful   
framing   and   a   co-taught   opening   lesson   that   fosters   an   environment   of   safety   and   trust.   
  

Cost   of   proposed   text:    paperback   $9.97,   currently   required   English   texts   are   purchased   at   student/   family   
expense.   


